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scissors shearinglcutting instrument ("snips"), serrated or razor sharp 
senses skin, eyes, nose, stoma, ears, soma [sk~n = touch, temperature, paln, stoma (mouth) = taste, 
ears = hearing, gravlty and balance, soma (body) = proprloception or pos~tional body awareness] 
shit sewage haul in turds 
siblings "sisters" including brothers; location initially: nest group situation 
snowflakes sixfold nodules of water forming lovely and kaleidoscopic "ephemeral stones" 
sow Seed out (whatever: sorghum, oats, wheat ...) 
sows swine (only 'women' swine) 
synonyms "same yet not": other notations yet mean same 
three two, having received extra element 
toe terminal oblong extremity 
top [n.] tip of projection; totally "on" part 
top [vb] trounce other participants 
udders "underside dairies" delivering emulsion-rich soup 
valid verified and locked-in (data) 
vase vessel as stem enclosure 
violins vibration instruments offering lyrical intonations (non-fretted strings) 
waste what afterward survives to eliminate 
wit wide in thought; where ideas triumph 
Xerox xeric exact reproduction of X 
yearn You eagerly anticipate receiviiig "need". 
"yes" You esseiitially sympathise. 
zealous zestful energy about loved object, utterly serious 
zebras zoological entities bearing regularly arranged stripes 
I hope you'll be tempted to play this open-ended game again and send your best efforts to the editor 
or to the Kickshaws editor. 
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The quaking jungle 
Becomes a zone 
Of unvexed order 
When the lion preys - 
A buck dies fighting; 
Jackals moan; 
Opaque forest 
C w e s  in waxy haze. 
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